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2012 | 2013



infiniti g sedan

infiniti g coupe

infiniti g convertible

inspired performance

sculpting performance

master driver

Dream beyond the expected and join 
those led by inspiration. Discover 
the luxury of emotion.

Discover how we create a driving 
experience that takes your senses 
to places others can’t.

Two drivers embody our passion—
one a world champ and the other 
a master without peer.

A high-performance luxury sport 
sedan that marries the powerful 
with the artful.

A high-performance luxury sport 
coupe that delivers intensity at its 
most alluring.

A high-performance luxury convert-
ible with a 3-piece retractable hard-
top to open up your drive.

2012/13 models inspirations

choose yours.
our path is never the expected.

Driving can do more than transport you—it can move you emotionally. 

Embrace your penchant for living by your passions and discover what 

happens when luxury is transformed by emotion.



AT INFINITI, WE BELIEVE THE PROMISES OF 
TRADITIONAL LUXURY HAVE EXPIRED.

DISCOVER INSPIRED PERFORMANCE.®

YOU DON’T HAVE TO OWN
SOMEONE ELSE’S IDEA OF REWARD.
 
YOUR WORLD WILL TRANSFORM WHEN YOU 
DARE TO DIScOVER THE LUxURY OF EMOTION.
 
IgNORE cONVENTION.
 
IgNITE YOUR SENSES.
 
DREAM bEYOND THE ExpEcTED,
AND jOIN THOSE LED bY INSpIRATION.

Watch “Challenger”

INFINITI MODELS  | INSPIRED PERFORMANCE



> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

InfInItI G SEDAn
CONVENTION CAN’T KEEP UP. The instant you see light soak into 

its flowing shapes. The second you 
feel the full rush of its unmatched 
horsepower. It takes only a moment 
to accelerate the sport sedan past 
mere machine.

InfinitiUSA.com/g_sedan

INFINITI MODELS  |  G SEDAN



Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Stone Leather /
Shodo Aluminum

Stone Leather / 
Maple Accents

Graphite Leather /
Shodo Aluminum

Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 INFINITI G SEDAN
Too often, luxury vehicles insulate you from the driving experience. But the G Sedan embodies a 
thrillingly human expression of performance—one that forges an exhilarating connection between 
you, the car and the road. The power rushing from its 328-hp VVEL® V6 engine is engineered to build 
organically for a feeling of limitless power, even while improving fuel economy.1 A 2.5-liter V6 affords 
you the choice of smaller displacement and greater efficiency. Available Intelligent All-Wheel Drive 
enhances traction and control, adapting to your driving conditions by delivering power where you need 
it. Inside, your senses are richly rewarded with an interior that beams with stylish beauty and refined 
textures, while graceful shapes both inside and out flow with dynamic energy.



> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

WHY BE CONVINCED,
WHEN YOU CAN BE SEDUCED?

Organic lines. A lithe, athletic stance. 
Everything about the G Coupe speaks 
to the pure joy of power unrestrained. 
It will draw you in, get under your skin 
and thrill you every day.

InfInItI G Coupe

InfinitiUSA.com/g_coupe

INFINITI MODELS  |  G COUPE



Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Stone Leather /
Shodo Aluminum

Stone Leather / 
Maple Accents

Graphite Leather /
Shodo Aluminum

Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

Beyond alluring, its design pulses with exciting energy as it transforms styling into an intense, 
magnetic attraction that its rivals cannot equal. This energy is released by engineering that places 
it among the best-performing coupes in the world. Acceleration comes from the segment-leading4 
330-hp 3.7-liter V6 engine that’s designed to deliver an effortless rush. The vigor found under the 
hood is expressed in the sculpted body lines that flow with equal parts elegance and enticement. 
Equally captivating is a refined interior, expressively sophisticated.

2012 INFINITI G COUPE



I n f i n i t i  P e r f o r m a n c e  L i n e
™

VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 INFINITI IPL™ G COUPE
Declare your love of the pure thrill of performance driving with the Infiniti Performance 
Line™ G Coupe. Discover the way it channels exhilarating energy into a more electrifying 
experience. It’s a sharper expression of intensity, delivered through special IPL tuning, 
bolder styling and appointments, and rich color. Experience a new rush, honed to reach 
a new level of inspiration.



> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

All it requires is the simple push of a button. The top 
folds away automatically—allowing your senses to 
more deeply enjoy the rush of 325 horsepower.

InfInItI G COnVERtIBLE
FREE YOUR SENSES.

TRANSFORM YOUR WORLD.

InfinitiUSA.com/g_convertible

INFINITI MODELS  |  G CONVERTIBLE



Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Stone Leather /
Silk Obi Aluminum

Graphite Leather /
Silk Obi Aluminum

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 INFINITI G CONVERTIBLE
Bold thinking can change your perspective. For the G Convertible, that perspective extends infinitely upward, thanks to a three-
piece folding hardtop. With it down, nothing stands between you and the powerful rush of liberation delivered by its class-leading5 
325-hp VVEL® V6 engine. To sustain the pleasure whether you’re under the moon or sun, we’ve created the unique Adaptive Climate 
Control System. It automatically adjusts to compensate for the outside temperature, top position and your speed. And the available 
Bose® Open Air Sound System compensates for outside noise to give you unrivaled audio clarity, including Bose® front seat 
Personal® speakers that create depth and ambience for a wider, more immersive sound.



InfInItI M®

InfInItI M® HYBRID

ENVISION A LUXURY 
UNBOUND BY TRADITION.

Where some see limitation, where 
our competitors cling to convention, 
all that matters to us is your total 
and complete invigoration.

Where others see limitation, we see opportunity. Hybrids 
have too often sacrificed performance for efficiency, but 
the Infiniti M® Hybrid changes everything.

EXHILARATION, UNCOMPROMISED.

InfinitiUSA.com/m

> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

INFINITI MODELS  |  M®  |  M® HYBRID



Graphite Leather /
Japanese Ash Wood

Stone Leather / 
Japanese Ash Wood

Stone Leather /
White Ash Silver-
Powdered Wood

Graphite Leather /
White Ash Silver-
Powdered Wood

Wheat Leather /
Japanese Ash Wood

Java Leather /
White Ash Silver-
Powdered Wood

Wheat Leather /
Japanese Ash Wood



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 infiniti m®

Revel in the thrill of inspiration, and discover a challenge to every traditional notion of luxury. Every time 
you sit behind the wheel of the Infiniti M®, you’ll experience exhilaration as a potent, desirable and eternally 
new emotion. You’ll find it in the passion we polish into every curve and stitch into every seam, immersing 
you in comfort and sophistication. You’ll feel it in the power of either the 420-hp 5.6-liter VVEL® V8 or the 
330-hp 3.7-liter VVEL® V6. You’ll know it through progressive technologies such as Intelligent All-Wheel Drive 
and Active Noise Control. It’s an experience powerful enough to capture the visionary nature of those inspired 
enough to drive one.



InfInItI EX
ELEVATE THE PERSONAL.

FORGET THE USUAL.
Surround yourself with design and 
technology which anticipate your 
needs, recognize your uniqueness 
and invigorate the way you live.

InfinitiUSA.com/ex

INFINITI MODELS  |  EX

> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS



Chestnut Leather /
Black Lacquer
and Aluminum

Graphite Leather / 
Black Lacquer
and Aluminum

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Chestnut Leather /
Maple Accents

Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Black Lacquer
and Aluminum

Wheat Leather /
Black Lacquer
and Aluminum



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 INFINITI EX
True luxury does more than reward—it understands and anticipates your desires. With an intimately 
tailored interior and technologies engineered to intuit your needs, the Infiniti EX is designed to be the 
ultimate expression of you. Every thoughtful detail, from the leather seats shaped to look and fit like 
a kimono to the available built-in driver’s seat coat hanger, seems to have you in mind even before 
you enter the vehicle. And even then, the EX welcomes your arrival with warm light that illuminates as 
you approach. The world’s first Around View® Monitor2,7 gives you a virtual 360° view of your parking 
environment, and an impressive 297-hp V6 engine delivers energizing performance. And with a 
stylishly sleek, coupe-like exterior attracting all the right kind of attention, your EX won’t be the 
only one seeking a closer connection with you.

A MORE POTENT EXPRESSION OF YOUR

UNIQUE SOPHISTICATION.



InfInItI fX
TAKE THE DARE AND

OWN THE THRILL.
It’s proof that luxury is transformed 
by bravery. Its performance sets 
a heart-racing standard, and its 
styling draws a line in the sand 
others simply won’t cross.

InfinitiUSA.com/fx

> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

INFINITI MODELS  |  FX



Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Graphite Leather / 
Black Lacquer Accents

Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Java Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Black Lacquer Accents
Wheat Leather /
Black Lacquer Accents



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 infiniti f X
The thrill it offers has often been attempted but never equaled. Its sports-car-inspired architecture, 
visionary styling and progressive technologies outrun the conventional concept of the luxury performance 
crossover and shatter the mold of expectation. Powered by a 390-hp, 5.0-liter V8 or a 303-hp, 3.5-liter 
V6, its athletic character is enhanced by a performance chassis, available Intelligent All-Wheel Drive and 
fast-ratio steering designed to deliver a depth of exhilaration unmatched in any other crossover. Available 
technologies such as Distance Control Assist8 and Intelligent Cruise Control (Full-Speed Range)9, as well as 
a premium interior, enhance the bold character its exterior so bravely exemplifies.



> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

InfInItI JX
CONVENTION CAN’T COMPEL YOU. 

CHOOSE TO BE INSPIRED.
Find the spacious accommodation your 
modern life and modern family demand, 
while letting the world know that being 
responsible hasn’t made you predictable.

InfinitiUSA.com/jx

INFINITI MODELS  |  JX



Graphite Leather /
Kasane Washi Trim

Java Leather / 
Kasane Washi Trim

Wheat Leather /
Maple Accents

Graphite Leather /
Maple Accents

Java Leather /
Maple Accents

Wheat Leather /
Kasane Washi Trim
Wheat Leather /
Kasane Washi Trim



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2013 infiniti JX
In the world of 7-passenger crossovers, true daring is rare. Thanks to the all-new Infiniti JX, however, blending in is no longer 
a requirement. Its unmistakable lines flow with emotional energy and draw you in to an experience overflowing with stirring 
rewards and one-of-a-kind design and technology. A spacious interior, which easily accommodates the most varied of lifestyles, 
thrills the senses with sweeping design and sensuous materials. The ingenious sliding second row maximizes legroom, while 
making access to the third row exceptionally effortless—even with a child seat installed24. Discover heightened awareness with 
the world’s first Backup Collision Intervention18 and the Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection19. The JX matches 
confidence with convenience by offering the network of security and concierge services that make up Infiniti Connection™ 20. 
Experience the JX and discover empowerment beautified.



InfinitiUSA.com/qx

> 360 SPIN > COLORS > SPECS

INFINITI MODELS  |  QX

INFINITI QX
COMMANDING LUXURY ON 

A SCALE ALL ITS OWN.
Immerse yourself in its rewards. Take 
hold of massive power delivered with 
the refinement and precision to keep 
any of its competitors from equaling 
its enticing allure.



Wheat Leather /
Mocha Burl Trim

Graphite Leather /
Mocha Burl Trim

Wheat Leather /
Tuscan Burl Trim

Graphite Leather /
Tuscan Burl Trim

Wheat Leather /
Tuscan Burl Trim



VIEW GALLERY

> KEY FEATURES

2012 infiniti QX
Unmatched sensory immersion. A commanding presence.  The Infiniti QX is an expansive vision of luxury and design at 
their most boldly progressive. Seating up to eight passengers, the modern interior is as sophisticated as it is spacious, 
featuring power folding and reclining 3rd-row seats,30 available Infiniti Theater System, and designated spaces for your 
remote control, headphones and DVDs (sold separately). And with a 400-hp V8 engine and the Infiniti-first Hydraulic 
Body Motion Control system, the QX gives you the power and traction to drive in a variety of conditions. Ultimate 
control in an environment of premium comfort.



feel more.
 Immerse yourself In performance you

The difference is tangible. We look at engineering with emotion in mind. In an Infiniti, 

performance is more than raw power—it’s a unique sensory experience.

> SOUND OF PERFORMANCE> ACCELERATION SWELL > INTELLIGENT ALL-WHEEL DRIVE

INFINITI MODELS  |  sculpTInG performance



DriverMaster

INFINItI MODeLs  |  MASTER DRIVER

> tHe Master WItHOUt Peer > tHe WOrLD CHaMP



Ready to take 
on the woRld. 

again.

In 2012, the reigning Drivers’ and Constructors’ World Champions 

will tackle an intensely competitive field of the world’s best drivers, 

racing the world’s fastest road-racing cars in the world’s most watched 

motorsport. Red Bull Racing and Infiniti will once again demonstrate 

that performance is ultimately a measure of human passion.

Hear it

INFINITI MODELS  |  FORMULA 1

> gaLLEry > rb8 SpEcS > SchEDuLE



> INFINITI DESIGN > INFINITI CRAFTSMANSHIP

—Shiro Nakamura  Infiniti Chief Creative Officer

INFINITI MODELS  |  DESIGN

> LEARN MORE ABOUT INFINITI DESIGN



peace of mind

technology
that can change the way you see your world

our technologies are thoughtfully crafted with a sense of purpose and perception, seeking 

to reward you with hospitality and enhance your driving sensation and peace of mind.

infiniTi modeLS  |  technology

driving pLeaSure

hoSpiTaLiTy



1 2 3 4 5

intelligence
InspIratIon Is meetIng rIsk wIth

the Infiniti safety shield® concept is our comprehensive approach to safety. 

Layered technologies are available that monitor your driving conditions to 

offer convenience, help you avoid a collision, and help to protect you and 

your passengers when one occurs.

INFINITI MODELS  |  saFetY



> INNovatIoN

> sustaINabIlIty

> INvIGoRatIoN

INFINItI MoDEls  |  HYBRID

Infiniti engineers’ dedication to invigorating performance 

results in unique hybrid technologies that are fuel-efficient 

without sacrificing driver feel.

fueled by 
a more 
passionate 
energy.



At InfInItI, delIghtIng you Is An

INFINITI MODELS  | hosPItAlIty

> INTENSIFY EACH TOUCH > IMMERSE YOUR SENSES > ANTICIPATE EVERY NEED



inspiring 
unparalleled 
satisfaction at 
every encounter
From the moment you’re first welcomed to one of our visually captivating sales and 

service centers, you’ll savor an atmosphere of modern luxury and personal attention. 

By recognizing, understanding, and anticipating what a luxury consumer demands, we 

fulfill the needs of the individual, while surpassing their expectations. 

It’s our philosophy that owning an Infiniti should be as inspiring as driving it. The Infiniti 

Total Ownership Experience® is how. It’s a promise that each honored guest will enjoy 

comprehensive, tailored sales and service. From the vehicles we offer, to the services we 

provide, overall excellence is something we take great pride in presenting. It makes your 

satisfaction our personal reward. That’s the foundation of The Infiniti Total Ownership 

Experience and our promise.

Our Pledge:

•   To design a vehicle that continually captivates, energizes, and enraptures the owner. 

•   To manufacture each of those vehicles with exacting detail and unquestionable value. 

•   To create a truly exceptional, luxuriously modern environment for buyers to enjoy knowledgeable staff, efficient negotiating, and straightforward financing. 

•    To act on our commitment by delivering personal sales and service experiences tailored to meet the needs of each honored guest.

INFINITI MODELS  |  TOTAL OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE®

> INFINITI CONNECTION™> TOTAL OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE® > INFINITI PERSONAL ASSISTANT™



INFINITI MODELS  | ACCESSORIES

Dual DVD head restraint monitors

Stainless steel illuminated kick plates

Stainless steel rear bumper protector

18-inch, 9-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels18-inch 9-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels, midnight black grille, LED daytime 
running lights (sport), front chin spoiler (sport), rear decklid spoiler

EnhAnCE. pROtECt.

pErSONaLIzE.
Genuine Infiniti Accessories are crafted with the same exacting 
standards as the rest of the vehicle. With a wide array of quality 
products designed to integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of 
a custom fit and finish. Color-matched for consistency, and built to 
Infiniti’s exacting standards, you can enjoy the sense of confidence 
that results from a stringent inspection and testing process.

> G SEDaN

> G COUpE

> G CONVErTIBLE

> INFINITI M

> EX

> FX

> JX

> QX



it’s not enough to 
be transported. 

inspired 
performance 

will move you 
emotionally.

INFINITI MODELS  |  END NOTES

> END NOTES



Learn more about Infiniti.

InfinitiUSA.com
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